Accessibility & Privacy Statements for Course Technologies

The Citadel is committed to safeguarding and maintaining the privacy of students’ personal information and creating a fully accessible learning environment. The following technologies may appear in our online, hybrid, or face-to-face courses. Instructors of courses should link to this page (inside the syllabus or the course shell in Canvas) for updated statements of accessibility, privacy policies, and voluntary product accessibility template (VPAT) documents. Providing a link to this document also helps faculty meet Quality Matters Standards 6.4 and 8.6. If there are any course technology accessibility and privacy statements in need of corrections or that need to be vetted, please contact the Center for Excellence and Innovation in Teaching, Learning and Distance Education at ceitlde@citadel.edu.

For each technology, click the links below to view the accessibility or privacy policy statements or websites:

Adobe Products
- Adobe Accessibility Statement
- Adobe Privacy Policy

CAPSIM
- CAPSIM Accessibility Statement
- CAPSIM Privacy Policy

Canvas Learning Management System
- Canvas LMS Accessibility Statement
- Canvas LMS Privacy Policy

Cengage Publishing (includes MindTap)
- Cengage Accessibility Statement
- Cengage Privacy Policy

Codio
- Codio Accessibility Statement
- Codio Privacy Policy

CSR Simulation
- No accessibility statement provided
- CSR Simulation Privacy Policy

Data Camp
- Data Camp Accessibility Statement
- Data Camp Privacy Policy

ERPSim
- No accessibility statement provided
- ERPSim Privacy Policy

Films on Demand
- Films on Demand Accessibility Statement
- Films on Demand Privacy Policy

Flipgrid
- Flipgrid Accessibility Statement
- Flipgrid Privacy Policy

Gjopen
- No accessibility statement provided
- Gjopen Privacy Policy

Google Products (including Chrome Browser)
- Google Accessibility Statement
- Google Privacy Policy

Harvard Business Publishing
- Harvard Business Publishing Accessibility Statement
- Harvard Business Publishing Privacy Policy

IBM (includes SPSS Statistics)
- IBM Accessibility Statement
- IBM Privacy Policy

iClicker
- iClicker Accessibility Statement
- iClicker Privacy Policy

JASP
- No accessibility statement provided
- JASP Privacy Policy

MacMillian Publishing
- MacMillian Accessibility Statement
- MacMillian Privacy Policy

McGraw Hill Publishing
- McGraw-Hill Connect Accessibility Statement
- McGraw-Hill Privacy Policy

Microsoft Products (includes all Office products)
- Microsoft Accessibility Statement
- Microsoft Privacy Policy

MyLab Products (includes MathLab)
- MyLab Accessibility Statement
- Pearson Privacy Policy

Padlet
- Padlet Accessibility Statement
- Padlet Privacy Policy

Paliside (includes Risk Simulations)
- No accessibility statement provided
- Paliside Privacy Policy

Pearson Publishing
- Pearson Accessibility Statement
- Pearson Privacy Policy

Respondus LockDown Browser
- Respondus LockDown Browser Accessibility Statement
- LockDown Browser Privacy Policy

Simlab
- Simlab Accessibility Statement
- Simlab Privacy Policy

Strategic CSR Simulation
- No accessibility statement provided
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